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Message from Vice PresidentMessage from Vice PresidentMessage from Vice PresidentMessage from Vice President  

Date: 2nd October, 2012    

    

Dear Friends,Dear Friends,Dear Friends,Dear Friends,    

On behalf of Bengali Association of Calgary ( BAC) I would like to welcome you to our 34th 

Annual Durga Puja and Bijoya celebrations on 19th, 20th and 21st Oct’ 2012, to be held at Genesis 

Wellness centre at Calgary. This year we are couple of days ahead of the actual Durgapuja schedules in 

our back home countries (India, Bangladesh and various other countries celebrating Durga Puja). 

BAC has enjoyed a phenomenally successful year in 2012 till now arranging successfully Bengali Food 

Fair, Rabindra-Nazrul Sandhya and Annual Picnic and Sports. 

We have made significant strides in gaining new members and sponsors for our organization 

due to better economic opportunity in Calgary. Thanks for the generosity of our sponsors who have 

supported us to buy the new Durga and Kali idols last year in 2011, and arranging the cultural events 

to bring contemporary famous singers like Anirban Banerjee (Canada) and Prantik Sur (India). 

Similarly in 2012 helped us to gain the confidence towards fulfilling our dreams for booking a new 

hall for Durgapuja which is significantly better than any Durgapuja venue at Calgary till date 

Calgary Bengali community ever enjoyed. 

BAC is continuing to maintain it’s determination of developing cultural awareness among the 

next generation of Canadian-Indian Bengali kids and youths towards arranging different cultural 

and musical programmes to keep in touch with our rich cultural heritage. 

The success of our organization depends not only for the present but also for the future 

generations and volunteers. Several recent migrants to Calgary have now becoming active members, 

volunteers and leaders of our organization. I thank all members of BAC Executive Committee, Board 

of Trustees for your hard work, innovative ideas and teamwork throughout the year. I have enjoyed my 

interactions and feedback received from each one of you. I sincerely thank all Bengali community 

members for participating in our various events and make it so colourful and enjoyable. 

I hope we can make BAC even more successful in the coming years staying united as a 

community, and looking forward to your continued support as we pursue for our goals towards 

achieving excellence for Bengali community. 

I convey my Sharodiya greetingsSharodiya greetingsSharodiya greetingsSharodiya greetings to all of you and wish 2013 will bring more happiness and 

success in your life. 

Jai ho.. 

Indrajit SidIndrajit SidIndrajit SidIndrajit Siddhanta dhanta dhanta dhanta     
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Message Message Message Message     from from from from     General General General General     SecretariesSecretariesSecretariesSecretaries  

Date: 2
nd

 October, 2012 

 

             

HHHHela Srela Srela Srela Srv, v, v, v, smy Saredasmy Saredasmy Saredasmy Saredavvvvssssebrebrebrebr    

Dear Friends, 

Irrespective of geographic boundary, “Fall” is the time to celebrate different festivities in many 

cultures. Come October there are a lot to celebrate here in the west - German “Oktober 

Fest”, North American “Halloween” — sounds like a lot of fun. And it does not end there. It is 

time to celebrate our biggest festival Durga Puja. And this year the fun is kind of doubled with 

BAC’s Durga Puja celebration on real dates and at a venue ‘Genesis Centre of Community 

Wellness’, which is considered as Calgary’s one of the finest community center.  

BAC Durga Puja festivities are never complete without a “Parboni” and significant efforts have 

been made in publishing on time. We thank to executive committee members, trustees, 

volunteers, sponsors and donors for their generous help. 

Planning for these festivities has been going on for quite some time. A dedicated group of 

executive committee members have devoted countless hours towards the accomplishment 

of these efforts. Of course, all this would not be possible without the patronage and presence 

of our community members. We thank them from the bottom of our heart. We would like to 

thank all of you who have supported in this effort and hope you will continue to do so in the 

coming days. 

 

We encourage all members to support BAC and participate in various activities.  It is your 

association. You have not only the right to attend and participate in all programs organised 

by BAC, but also have responsibilities to ensure that BAC continues to grow and remain active 

in fostering Bengali culture through language, literature, music, religion and social welfare. 

 

We are working hard to bring some improvement in functioning of this organization. We 

welcome suggestions and ideas from our members. We look forward to your continued help, 

cooperation and participation in all of BAC’s cultural pursuits and future initiatives.  

 

Wishing you and your family a happy Durga Puja and Subho Bijaya. 

 

Anirban Sen & Anupam De
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Editor’s Note 
 

Finally, the moment has arrived at our door steps for which every Bengali around the world waits 
anxiously for the whole year.  As the hustle and bustle is gaining its momentum within in our very own 
community, we are all looking forward to these three days to celebrate Pujo with friends and family.   
 

At the same time we are nostalgic and a tad bit home sick.  The blue autumn sky, fragrant Sefali 
flowers, the catchy beats of dhak, the swaying kashful are all part of those symbols of the magical days 
that flood back as we reminisce about Pujo.  The lights in the pandals, the sounds of music, the smell 
of new clothes, the pushpanjali mantras, the energy that captured the air and above all, the spirit, 
cheerful faces and laughter of the crowd-created magic which we all left behind.   
 

Here in western Canada, the chilly crisp autumn breeze, the falling leaves, grey skies dotted with 
migratory birds portray a very opposite natural backdrop for Sarada Utsav.  Regardless of what Mother 
Nature brings us, we are all ready to experience and re-live these three days with joy, hope and new 
dreams. 
 

As usual, the nonstop efforts and hard work of our executive committee makes this event a success 
every year.  The countless hours of volunteering, hard work and dedication turn this dream into reality.   
 

On behalf of the executive committee of BAC, I wish you all the best and may Ma Durga bring us joy, 
happiness, good health and prosperity for this upcoming year. 
 

Vaswati ChowdhuryVaswati ChowdhuryVaswati ChowdhuryVaswati Chowdhury    
 

 
 

Disclaimer : 

        Information’s included in Parboni 
2012 are sourced from various 
communications. Magazine committee 
apologizes for any unintentional mistakes 
and regrets any inconvenience that might 
have caused as a result. 

        The views, opinions and ideas 
expressed by the authors in their 
submissions are exclusively their own. 
Submissions have been considered solely 
based on their participation / literary value 
and have not been subject to any editorial 
censorship. 

        Acceptance of any particular 
submission for publication in Parboni 2012 
does not constitute any express 
endorsement what-soever of the author’s 
viewpoint by Parboni 2012 and Bengali 
Association of Calgary. 
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We highly appreciate your support and contributionWe highly appreciate your support and contributionWe highly appreciate your support and contributionWe highly appreciate your support and contribution    
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Best Wishes for Durga Puja from….. 

Birjinder Mangat 
Barrister & Solicitor 

 

#217, 3825 #217, 3825 #217, 3825 #217, 3825 ----    34 Street, NE, 34 Street, NE, 34 Street, NE, 34 Street, NE,     

Calgary, AB, T1Y 6Z8 Calgary, AB, T1Y 6Z8 Calgary, AB, T1Y 6Z8 Calgary, AB, T1Y 6Z8     

Tel: 403Tel: 403Tel: 403Tel: 403----735 6088 735 6088 735 6088 735 6088     

Fax: 403Fax: 403Fax: 403Fax: 403----735 6089735 6089735 6089735 6089  

Birjinder Mangat is a private company, established in 
1995, incorporated in and categorized under General 
Practice Law Office and located in Calgary. 

Birjinder Mangat offers: Business Law Advice, 
General Practice Lawyers, Attorney's, Legal Attorney 
and Corporate Attorneys. 
 

SHAGUNSHAGUNSHAGUNSHAGUN    

JEWELLERS INC.JEWELLERS INC.JEWELLERS INC.JEWELLERS INC. 

 

  

Suite # 606, 5075 Falconridge Blvd NE, Calgary, AB, T3J 3K9 

Phone: 403-280-7282, Shagun1@telus.net 

Shagun Jewellers offer: Rose Gold Jewelry, African Jewelry, Opal 

Jewelry, Custom Jewelry and Estate Jewelry 
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Lots of ThanksLots of ThanksLots of ThanksLots of Thanks    
Abhoy & Abantika Ganguli  Anindya & Shampa Chaudhuri 

Anirban & Dola Sen Anupam & Gopa De 

Arjun Chowdhury  Ashim & Vaswati Chowdhury 

Biswajit & Banani Sarbajna Biswanath & Aruna Ghosh 

Chinmoy, Sikha & Ritwick Banerjee Debasis & Arundhati Chatterjee 

Diganta & Binapani Mukherjee Dilip & Anita Kar 

Dr. Prodipto & Rupa Ghosh Goutam & Papia Banerjee 

Ila Datta Indrajit & Krishna Siddhanta 

Indrani Mukherjee Joydip & Lopamudra Sanyal 

Juieta Chowdhury Kalyan & Karabi Roy 

Kamal & Simke Biswas Kiriti & Mita Roy 

Partha & Saswati Paul Partha & Srabanti Mukhopadhyay 

Pijush & Gargee Roy Prabir & Shyamali Neogi 

Prabir & Sumitra Adhikari  Pradip & Shukla Chakraborti 

Pratyush & Shibani Dutta Chowdhury Rajat & Monalisa Ghoshal 

Reena Ghosh Sachin & Sonali Maiti 

Salma & Wihang Garde Samiran & Bipasha Roy 

Sanjay & Mou Ray Santanu & Sudeshna Pal 

Santosh & Mitali Majumdar Santosh and Sujata Surti 

Saptarshi & Aparna Basu Shankar & Suporna Banik 

Subroto & Arundhuti Mitra Sumit & Neela Mukhopadhay 

Sushanta & Lopamudra Bhattacharya Tapantosh & Madhuri Chakrabarty 

Tushar & Mousumi Banerjee   
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Aditya Siddhanta  
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BAC – A Place to Connect 
Written by: Ankanaa Chowdhury 

Age: 15 years 
 

Jawaharlal Nehru once said “Culture is the widening of the mind and of the spirit”. The first of many 

thoughts that run through my head when I think about the BAC is “community”. Ever since I was born, this 

community had always been a part of me. I have made friendships here that have stood the rugged tests of 

time. Within this community, an amazing societal etiquette has been established that allows the 

relationships of friends to reach the level of closeness that exists between siblings. I know for many youth 

along with myself whom are a part of this astonishing association, I prize the opportunity to be able to speak 

our mother tongue, Bengali, with others while referring to elders as “mashi” or “pishi” (don’t worry, I didn’t 

forget about all the wonderful dida’s, ‘uncles’, and ‘dadus’). 
 

For me, this community provides me with a scope to establish relationships with depth. For youth, it 

means finding those fly “brown friends” that you can relate to. It also means reuniting with aunties and 

uncles that you haven’t seen in a couple weeks or a couple years. In my opinion, it also gives youth 

something to look forward to when festivities like puja’s and other celebrations approach. This year, I found 

myself, during a french test on “Passe Compose”, thinking on how excited I am for Durga Puja and the 

tangible possibility of being able to perform a dance! Let me tell you, the excitement really brightened my 

mood and part of me was wishing that I could be in the puja hall right now, hanging out with my friends 

amongst the exciting atmosphere.  
 

Another “”mannerism”, if you will, that I adore about our bengali community is that no conversation 

is left unfinished, there is that flexibility between friends where even after a long duration of time, you can 

pick up the conversation from where you left off. Youth are shown that we are easy going people and that 

we like to just “go with the flow”. This leads me to how, due to sharing cultural backgrounds, we all have so 

much to converse about. Being the social “bengali butterflies” as I like to put it, there is this freedom where 

we all can talk with each other, there is no societal barrier or any hesitation because we all hold high respect 

for one another, and this is yet another great lesson that the youth absorb. Another core value that lies in 

the roots of this community is that everyone is always included. There has not been one single BAC event in 

which children have not been able to participate. It shows the younger generation that this community 

believes in involvement of a younger generation, and that there is education that goes beyond schools that 

speaks of a vibrant culture and bold heritage. Consider this, whenever foreigners attend our events, we 

make sure that we embrace them with open arms. Why? It is because we are easy-going people; this laid-

back attitude also passes down to youth which is most definitely a successful attribute in the outside world. I 

headed a leadership project in my school last year in which I got a group together and we made lunches and 

a Christmas Turkey Dinner for the kids who often go to bed hungry in the neighboring school. Because of 

what the BAC community instilled in me, I was able to manage the team well while avoiding micro-managing 

or maintaining no order. (Thank you so much!) 
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The aspect of knowledge and creativity that comes with this community is also astounding. I didn’t 

learn about Rabindra Nath Thakur through my school, it was the guidance of the BAC, along with the 

Rabindra Jayanti that led me to realize how one of India’s most renowned poets was the epitome of modern 

poetics. It was Nazrul’s verses that reassured us as youth that we could take a stand for what we believed in 

and that we could make a lasting difference. The youth came to know about these amazing artists and 

leaders through these amazing events. However, in order for these events to run, the precious time and 

effort of all the amazing volunteers is incomparable. These volunteers are the backbones for all the events 

that we attend; it is their hard works that make these events happen. In all honesty, these people are the 

unsung heroes of the community; they are the uncles and aunties who will stand in the sweltering heat of 

the summer to hand out food at the picnic, they are also the ones who will stay in a crowded kitchen for 

hours end, preparing food for all of us. They also could be the members who stayed up late into the night 

putting this great magazine together, or the inspiring President himself who really pulled through above and 

beyond for the sake of the community. Whoever it be, the list goes on! Thanks to these people, the young 

generation of the community are always provided with inspiration, we are able to recognize first-hand how 

putting in your heart and soul in what you love doing not only helps our community but also enriches each 

individual soul.  
 

A great advancement that has been established by the committee within the past year is the 

recognition of participation for youth. Instead of receiving physical prizes, youth are now given certificates 

that recognize their participation in various events. This is absolutely excellent because in later years, when 

time comes to apply for clubs, scholarships and volunteer hours for high school, this recognition really is the 

icing on the cake. It pushes the youth to participate for the enjoyment and because their participation will 

not go unrecognized.  
 

Lastly, one of the greatest benefits of being Bengali youth is the enrichment of culture and heritage 

within individuals. It is because of the Bengali Association of Calgary and its wonderful members that I began 

seeing my cultural heritage in a new light. The high respect that we hold for one another is amazing. For me, 

there is something to cherish when asking an elder for a blessing because I know, in the outside world, 

beyond our safe community bubble, I will not be able to do the same. The spiritual nature of Bengalis has 

truly been showcased through the grandeur of festivities; this is especially evident at Durga Puja. One’s 

senses are contentedly overwhelmed with the incense wafting from the dhoop khatis, the vibrant colors of 

the saris that Maa Durga wears throughout the duration of the celebration, the bold red color of the 

shindoor, and not to forget, and the everlasting sweetness of the signature bengali sweets! Because of 

these events, youth gain full and complete exposure to the awe-inspiring country we hail from, India. 
 

We are a community of over 300 families strong with solid ties that bring us together as one 

coherent unit. Since 1978, each and every member of this community has made it their mission to involve 

everyone and to bring light into the lives of others. Regardless of our own personal struggles, when we 

come to these events, we are all enlightened and truly filled with joy. On behalf of all the youth of our 

tightly-knit community, I would like to thank the members, the committee and the volunteers. It is because 

of all their sacrifices, that today’s youth have broadened minds and uplifted souls. I would now like to leave 

you in the wise words of Mahatma Gandhi,” A nation’s culture resides in the hearts and in the soul of its 

people”. 
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MY VERY OWN TIME AND SPECIAL PLACEMY VERY OWN TIME AND SPECIAL PLACEMY VERY OWN TIME AND SPECIAL PLACEMY VERY OWN TIME AND SPECIAL PLACE    

By:    Rianna Sarbajna    

10 years10 years10 years10 years    

        

“Whoosh” the mist of water splashes on my face! I breathe in the sweet 

smelling air all around me.  

“Splash” I let myself drown in the clear turquoise water and let the rest fall on 

me. 

 I jump and land out of the water - “ow” I say as the honey smelling tree twigs 

prick me. The yellow and orange sun glistens on my face as I lie on the 

luscious green grass! I sniff the grass and go “ah”!! The thin and smooth trees 

create a castle surrounding me where I can sing my own sweet tunes.  I rest 

under the shade of thin spindly tees.   

I make foot prints in the squishy mud; I run through fields of sharp bladed grass 

as it leaves tiny scrapes on the bottom of my feet.  

I feel like I am on the top of the world just sitting on the branch of the old tree in 

the forest!  

“Woohoo” I slide down the water fall and land in the water where I swim with 

the schools of fish.  

The blue and green world around me makes me feel like an Angel in heaven.  

Now I will take my favourite book and dose off on the grass.  

This is my very own time and special place, what is yours? 
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Globalization: culture and identity  

By: Tirthadeep Sanyal 

Grade 10 

Globalization is a term used to describe the process of worldwide changes and growth 

through exchange of products, ideas, language and other aspects of culture. It has    had major 

impacts on the identity of the world throughout history from trading by our ancestors to 

nationwide relations. It has created changes and interchange of beliefs that have altered our 

values, ways of life and culture; thus redesigning the basis of our individuality. The change that 

has resulted from globalization presented advantages to some but consequences to others. Some 

groups and cultures have accommodated for this by embracing changes but remaining rooted to 

their own culture and identity.  

This is where origin of the quote: “I do not want my house to be walled in on all sides 

and my windows to be stuffed. I want the culture of the lands to be blown about my house 

as freely as possible. But I refuse to be blown off my feet by any” is from. Through 

interpretation of the quote, it can be perceived that the globalized views of cultures should be 

respected, tolerated and embraced openly by all, but accommodations must be met to prevent the 

process of assimilation and to retain one’s original culture and identity.    

Despite some drawbacks, the open embrace of globalizing views can lead to positive 

results. Globalization has commonly brought upon changes through ideas, values, beliefs, 

knowledge, and traditions to a majority of the world and continues to do so. Because of this, many 

groups and societies have made amendments to their ways of life and received advantages. An 

example of an advantage is the refined opportunity to share with other groups. Globalization has 

assisted in strengthening communications, allowing for groups, whether a minority or majority, to 

spread up their knowledge and strengthen the collective identity of their own group. Groups such 

as the Inuit of Canada have used the internet to provide sources of history and language to tutor 

their people, revitalizing the strength of their culture. Another example of a benefit of 

embracing globalization is the attainment of knowledge from other groups. Exchange of ideas 

through media such as the Gandhi film (A film retelling the story of India under British rule, and 

Mahatma Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi’s work to make India independent) can give people 

differing perspectives to add to their own thoughts and political views. It expels negative beliefs 

of certain groups and gains the affirmative ones for them. All of which that can assist in creating 

strong bonds between different groups, leading to further benefits to knowledge, trade etc.  

Mutual respects and tolerance of cultures around the world are beneficial to everyone as 

those give them a refined encouragement to practice and rediscover aspects of their own 
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characteristics as well as receive new insights on the identity of others. Culture is a major basis 

of identity; it is commonly associated with language, traditions, ethnicity, and beliefs, all of which 

are the basis of both individual and collective identity. Hence, if cultures are respected and 

tolerated globally, it will strengthen the identity of groups by a considerable amount. This would 

then cause another benefit as it relates to the positive results of globalizing views as stated 

earlier, since cultures can promote their views more openly and cause benefits through it. Adding 

to the strength of the identity of groups, a refined culture with a strong identity would not be 

subjected to the negative impact of assimilations as much as other cultures, retaining the 

cultural diversity in the world.  

It has been proven that globalized views of cultures have productive outcomes. Likewise, it 

also has some demerits; namely the issue of assimilation. Assimilation refers to the domination of 

one group or culture over another minor group or culture. Cultures of the world seem to be split 

into two groups: dominant cultures, and minority cultures. Multiple times it has been seen that a 

dominant group of culture brought upon major influences and perspectives to minority groups, 

causing the absorption of a minority culture into a majority one, therefore completely removing 

and changing the original identity of the people of the minority group. A prominent example of 

this is the historical feuds between First Nation groups and Europeans, in which Europeans have 

taken over, and assimilated a majority of First Nation peoples globally. Though it can be 

somewhat unbeknownst to many, loss of cultural identity can be a major drawback to all societies; 

it can halt the possibilities of new opportunities, perspectives and ideas to be brought upon 

others. It can discourage others of similar groups to retain their identity, opening up more 

instances of assimilation to take over. Therefore it must be known by all that the individuality of 

a person or a group must be retained to prevent such things to occur, so that the positive effects 

can continue on an on-going basis. 

Globalization has always been a major influence on identity. Through the impact of culture, 

it has unknowingly provided numerous benefits to everyone. Through benefits of the exchange of 

knowledge, ideas, beliefs and traditions, it has strengthened identity globally. However, it must 

always be noted that the negative effect of assimilation is a major threat to this, and to retain 

one’s identity is beneficial to every society on the planet.  
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By: Udita Ghosh “Man is born to be 

free…” --Author unknown 

 

 It was the 19th day of the 8th month of the year 2011, I was passing by the self-

serve of Richmond Road Canadian Tire when my supervisor at the Customer Service desk 

requested me to help and accompany a man to the bus stop just opposite of the store. I 

gladly accepted to help and looked towards him. Upon looking, saw a man of skinny built, 

blondish-brown hair, medium height wearing a shirt and trousers but what caught my eyes 

was when he put forth his hand to hold on to his plastic bags that his hands bent when 

grabbing on to the plastics which were about to fall from his hands. I volunteered my hand, 

without a second thought, just like an instinct and told him to walk comfortably while I take 

care of his merchandise. When he started walking, I noticed his knees bending thus his 

bent legs touched the road giving his body a weird shape. Sympathy filled my heart and I 

felt thankful to God for the opportunity of helping a needed man. We took two steps in 

silence and on the third step he said. “Hi!” to me and our journey to the bus stop began 

with a series of conversations that would bring this meeting on paper.  

 He asked me, “What’s your name?” I said, “Udita!”  He asked me, “How long have 

you been work’in at Canadian Tire?” I said, “About a year and a half.” I asked him. “Where 

are you from?” He said, “I am from B.C.” I told him that couple of weeks ago I went to 

visit Kelowna, British Columbia and expressed me feeling saying that I is such a beautiful 

place just like God’s painting! He agreed and said, “But, I am from Vancouver and not 
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Kelowna!” I told him, “Ohh…really?! I would love to go to Vancouver because I have heard 

that it always rains there and I love the rain!” To which he said, “Yeah...it does always rain 

there and I love the rain, as well.” After a little pause he continued, “My sister lives in 

Vancouver but my parents live in a small town in B.C. and I used to live with them.” I 

asked him, “Where do you work?” He replied, “I work at Chinook Mall.” I did not quite 

understand what he said but I thought that persuading him to repeat one thing again might 

cause him discomfort so I did not ask him to repeat it. Yet, the unique thing was that he 

actually understood from expression of my face that I did not understand thus he tried his 

best to be clearer until I understood and soon enough, I did. I asked him, “Why did you 

move here that even by yourself, especially when you require assistance?” To which he 

replied an answer that touched my heart and I just kept staring at him. He said, “My 

parents treat me like a kid but I have always wanted to be independent and wanted to be 

treated properly, according to my age!” Then he said something to me that was the most 

adorable thing that I have ever heard from someone who is so many years older than me. 

He said to me,” I cannot walk properly. I cannot talk properly but I am very smart!”  I 

asked him if I should wait with him till the bus comes or just leave and he wanted me to 

wait with him as he wanted to talk to me. I waited with him till the bus came and during 

that wait he told me that he loves living in Calgary on his own. Eventually, the bus came 

and I carried his merchandise into the bus as he got seated. I wished him all the best in life 

and he did the same to me. What mesmerized me about this man with Multiple Sclerosis 

was his will to be free and I realized that the most favorite thing to an individual is their 

♣FREEDOMFREEDOMFREEDOMFREEDOM♣. Even at his situation, all he wanted was just to be free…                                                                             
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The Story of Durga and Mahishasura 

By: Anindya De, Grade 6 
 The legend of Mahishasura began when the brothers, Rambha and Karambha, were performing several 

penances to gain more power. However the concerned Indra, the lord of the gods, was threatened by the amount 

of power the brothers were achieving, hence he decided to transform himself as a crocodile and slay 

Karambha. Soon Rambha realized his brother had died, and decided to perform even more intense penances. 

After a while he earned several abilities, such as brilliance, beauty, 

invincibility in war, and most significantly, no god, human, or demons 

could slay him. With his booms he incautiously roamed a garden, in which he 

fell in love with a female buffalo. To express his love for the gorgeous buffalo, 

Rambha changed his form into a buff, and handsome male buffalo. This 

continued for several days, until a real male buffalo realized that Rambha 

was actually a human, hence he killed Rambha. The female buffalo, who was 

pregnant due to falling in love with Rambha, decided to make a funeral pyre 

for Rambha. In that funeral the cow sacrificed herself into the pyre and out 

came an extraordinary demon, which possessed the amazing powers of Rambha. This wicked beast was called 

Mahishasura. 

 The treacherous Mahishura started conquering the world by slaying all demons, and then he attacked 

and captured heaven. He made the gods his slaves and proclaimed he was now the lord of the gods. The 

trimurtis, the god’s Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva, became furious and with their anger they made light which 

took form as a deadly goddess, called Durga. The god’s then supplied Durga with their most powerful weapons. 

For instance, Durga received a trident, sword, discus, conch, a spear, cudgel, bow, deadly arrows, mace, a 

water pot, and an axe. As a vehicle Himavan offered Durga a fierce lion. 

 When the evil demon Mahishasura saw Durga, he was blinded by her beauty 

and proposed to marry her. The goddess promised She marry Mahishasura if he 

could defeat her in a battle. The demon agreed and an epic battle begun. This 

continued for nine days until Durga finally pinned Mahishasura to the ground 

with her foot and used her spear to violently cut off his head. The god’s were 

finally rescued by the goddess Durga. 
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SSSSuchismitauchismitauchismitauchismita    RoyRoyRoyRoy    
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Ankanaa Chowdhury 
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The Memories of my Summer Trip 

By: Isha Bhattacharya 

 This summer my family and I went on a cruise to Greece. This cruise started in Venice, 

Italy. We adored the luxuries of the cruise and also the picturesque views of every island. On 

our voyage we went to four different islands of Corfu, Santorini, Mykonos, and Katakolon 

(Olympia). On every island I learnt something new and had a new experience. Let me tell you 

about what I learnt and my journey in Greece.  

 In our first excursion we went to the island of Corfu. Its Greek name is 

Kerkyra. Behind the name of Kerkyra is a myth about Poseidon who was the 

god of the sea and an important river in Greece. Poseidon fell in love with a 

dazzling river nymph Korkyra. Poseidon abducted Korkyra to an unnamed 

island. Poseidon gave Korkrya the freedom to name the island. The nymph 

decided to name it by Korkyra. This name eventually changed into Kerkyra. 

During our tour we stopped at a Koum Kouat distillery. Koum Kouat is actually a citrus fruit 

only found on the island of Corfu. Here we learnt about the production of Koum Kouat. The 

distillery demonstrated how juice is extracted from the small juicy orange coloured fruits to 

produce wine, juice, candies, and liqueur. The island of Corfu also has abundant olive trees.  

 Santorini is one of the most intriguing islands in Greece. This is 

because in 1500 B.C a volcano erupted in the middle of the island so 

strongly that the center of the island submerged. Santorini is best 

known for its unique villages. My family explored the village of Oia. In 

Oia we saw blue domed and white washed houses and windmills 

which we often see in movies. There were plenty of shops and cafes 

in the narrow streets with steep stairways. I also enjoyed stopping at the “Santo Wines 

Winery” where we saw the machines turning the local grapes into wine. I enjoyed a new 

experience when we had to use a cable car to go back to our ship. 

 Mykonos is one of the most popular islands in Greece. This was 

one of the best excursions I had. This is because I enjoyed learning 

about a Greek celebration, tasted mouthwatering Greek food and of 

course the scenic views. Celebrated by many Orthodox Christians it was 

the “Assumption of Mary”. It was being celebrated 

on the August of 15th in a monastery.  

The monastery was filled with elaborate art and was brimming with 

people. After that we savoured a delicious and traditional Greek lunch. 

The adults were offered a drink named “ouzo”, which was made out of 
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traditional herbs. Then we saw the houses and churches with both red or blue domes and the 

beautiful windmills. Then we stopped at a beach with glittering waters. Our tour guide told us 

that Mykonos is a very popular site for Hollywood movies and a preferred holiday destination 

for celebrities. 

Katakolon is best known for its ancient and archeological sites. 

Since this year is of the Olympics it was thrilling to 

see where the Olympics were held for the first time. 

I loved strolling through the Olympic stadium and 

where the torch was lit. We also took a glance at 

the temple of Hera. After walking by the ancient 

sites of temples we headed down to the 

archeological museum where we looked at the marble sculptures and 

pieces of art belonging to the Romans and the pre-Roman Era of Greece. It was a great 

experience standing in front of all the ancient sites. 

I enjoyed this trip because it was very relaxing and was a great 

learning experience. The cruise had many other attractions itself on the 

ship. Standing on the deck I was blessed to 

enjoy the beauty of the sunrise and sunset 

while travelling over the vast Adriatic Sea. 

Every evening I loved watching the stunning 

shows in the theater of the cruise. Each 

island we went to had a different charm. On 

this trip I had some quality time with my family and made some 

wonderful memoires in the country of Greece that has a rich culture and history. That is why I 

will cherish this trip in my heart! 
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The Amazing Mind of “A Stone” 
         By: Souvik Maiti 

 There have been many people who have lived or are living on this world that have done 

great things. Ranging from people by the likes Mother Teresa to Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar, 

both of course, being great Indian noble laureates in the Peace and Physics fields respectively. 

They were truly great, however, I have written this article to talk about just one physicist: “A 

Stone”. Many of you reading this however might possibly know 

him better as Albert Einstein, (That’s some German for you!).

  

 As most people will know, Albert Einstein was a 

physicist born in a small city by the name of Ulm in Germany. 

You may also know his famous equation of . 

Realistically many people know of it, but not many people know 

what it means. What Einstein’s equation means is that Matter 

(M), can be converted into energy (E), but the amount of energy 

you get from that matter will equal to the speed of light (C) 

multiplied by itself (2), but we will get to that later. 

 Einstein was born to father Herman Einstein and 

mother Pauline Koch on March 14 in the year of 1879. 

Many people will view Einstein as a genius but when he 

was young Einstein was a very temperamental learner, he would only chose to participate in and 

complete the subjects that he wanted to. For example Einstein’s music teacher once ran away 

from the house because of his great temper at being forced to learn music. Funnily enough 

however he later began to love music when he listened to Mozart’s sonatas. He would only really 

participate in science and mathematics classes. This obviously showed up on his academic 

reports in school. Actually when he was growing up his family, friends, and teachers saw him the 

exact opposite of what we see him today! However he did manage to scrape relatively good 

enough grades to pass his classes.  

For many years Einstein and his parents stayed in Germany, however while Einstein was 

in high school his father’s electric company failed when DC current lost to AC current for 

powering the city. Without a job his father moved their family to Italy, Einstein stayed behind 

though because he wanted to finish his education. This setup lead to more problems though, his 

family unhappy with his decision to stay behind Einstein left high school without a diploma and 

tried to get into the prestigious Swiss Federal Polytechnic in Zurich. This is where he famously 

failed his entrance exam and had to try again. After studying hard for a year after his failure to 

get into the university, he retook the test and passed with flying colours. 

Einstein passed his exams with good grades and aced his physics and mathematics 

classes. He then decided to take a four year physics and mathematics teaching diploma. Even 

though Einstein got into the academy he was a bit of a “hard” student. He used to skip classes 

and argue with the teachers about the way they taught classes. One teacher disliked him so 
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much he tried to fail him on purpose! That’s why at age 22 Einstein didn’t have a job, what’s 

worse he had to support his then pregnant girlfriend and later wife. To pay for himself and his 

girlfriend he had to get a job at the Zurich patent office in Bern. He disliked his job, but it gave 

him lots of time to think. 

It was Einstein’s thinking that completely revolutionized theoretical physics. It was his 

famous thought experiments that gave him all the ideas that he then put into his formulae and 

theories. 

Out of Einstein’s 26+ theories none stand out more in modern physics that of his 4 papers 

collectively called as the Annus Mirabilis papers. These papers are possibly the most important 

papers in the history of physics. Not only did they spawn the most famous equation of all time, 

( ) but changed our views on time, space, and matter. The papers changed the vies of the 

entire scientific community by changing views on: Brownian Motion, Photoelectric effect, Mass-

energy equivalence, and the special theory of relativity. As I do not have a lot of space or 

knowledge about advanced physics I will try my best to describe these theories to you: 

Brownian Motion: The random movement of particles when suspended in a fluid. They 

move because the molecules of the fluid keep hitting (bumping into) them at high speeds. Also a 

particle theory is a mathematical equation used to describe these movements. 

Mass-Energy Equivalence ( ) = This equation is said to be one of the most famous 

if not the most famous equation in history. It states that Matter can be converted into energy, 

and that energy will be equal to the amount of matter times the speed of light (299 792 458 m/s) 

multiplied by itself. (89875517873681760). This theory was important to modern day physics 

because it told us the very basics of atoms. We now understand that when you split or fuse 

atoms you get energy, this explains why the sun has been burning for so long. (Nuclear fusion). It 

also showed us the path to inventions such as the atomic bomb, and nuclear reactors.  

The Photoelectric Effect: This theory in its most basic form states that electricity is 

produced when an incident ray of light hits a special metal surface causing the electrons to 

move. Electricity is generated because electricity is the flow of electrons. The effect is called the 

photoelectric effect is called the photoelectric effect because photons (light) hit a metal surface 

which makes electricity. This theory is why solar panels work. It is interesting to note that this is 

the theory that won Einstein his Physics medal in 1921.  

Special Relativity: This is perhaps one of the most complex theories that Einstein 

thought of. The theory states that time will slow down when two people are viewing something 

traveling through space (all 4 dimensions) close to the speed of light. This is because light travels 

at a constant speed. If you bounce a ray of light between 2 mirrors it will bounce up and down, 

but to someone from a different angle it is also moving forwards. Since the light is still travelling 

the views of both people will slow down.   

 

 

 

Since in View 2 the 

light travels more 

distance time slows 

down making it equal. 
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Obviously these theories made significant changes to science and quantum mechanics. This 

makes Einstein the most important physicist in history.  

 You have seen his theories and his mind, but to most people the most important part of 

him was his positive attitude and willingness to have fun. For example on his 72nd birthday he 

stuck his tongue out at the camera man! He not only had a quirky behavior, but he was also a 

very philosophical figure, he is the author of nearly hundreds of quotes found on the internet 

today. Sadly nobody lives forever, not even geniuses so on the dreary day of 18th April 1955 

Albert Einstein departed this earth for more cloudy domains. Against the family’s wishes, 

Autopsy Pathologist Thomas Harvey took Einstein’s brain and cut it into slices and cubes, he 

wanted to figure out (like most of the people in the world,) what made Einstein so special. Turns 

out that due to an underdeveloped Sylvian Fissure, Einstein’s Parietal Lobe was 15% wider than 

of any normal persons. This made him good at mathematics and gave him good spatial 

awareness.  

 The fact still remains however that Einstein was still a brilliant student, professor, 

physicist, and human in general. He completely changed our view on science and was deeply 

rooted in politics too! His determination in whatever he did made him different from anyone else, 

often spending as much as 10 years on one of his theories. As long as people like Einstein are 

born, we will have development in our so-called advanced species. And thankfully they are. From 

a young student learning about how magnets and magnetic fields work to a 72 year old sticking 

his tongue out at photographers he was a well-rounded man. Even if any of us achieve 10% of 

what this one man did in his life that would be success enough. But the moral to Einstein’s 

story? Never give up, follow your passions, and try not to blend in with the status quo. 
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By: Prithvi Roy
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Journeys on the Sea 
By: Anindita (Ria) Bhattacharya 

  

This year I had the great opportunity to engage in some worldly travels. I got the chance to 

be part of my school’s 5 day sailing trip to the Gulf Islands in May of this year. A few months 

later in August, I joined my family on our cruise trip in Italy and Greece. On both of these 

amazing trips I saw beautiful scenery, learned countless things, and explored new areas.  

PART 1: Sailing TripPART 1: Sailing TripPART 1: Sailing TripPART 1: Sailing Trip    

 

 In May, 30 students from John Ware School embarked on a 5 day 

journey that would see us sailing around the Gulf Islands of British Columbia. 

The Gulf Islands are located in the Strait of Georgia, which is more commonly 

known as the Salish Sea. This region consists of 200 islands, with Salt Spring 

Island being the most populated and popular. Firstly we flew to Victoria and 

spent some time in the city. We visited the Royal British Columbia Museum and 

the Shaw Ocean Discovery Center. Here we learned about the First Nations 

People of the land and the wildlife that we could encounter during our journey 

through the Salish Sea. I was assigned to the boat named the Duen, which was a 

war boat constructed in 1939. The main islands we were going to visit included Russell Island, 

Saltspring Island, and Poet’s Cove. While we were sailing, our captain and first mate gave us 

insight into the main skills to be a successful sailor. We all worked 

together to hoist the 5 large sails on our boat. As the wind direction 

and sea conditions changed, we had to adjust the large sails. This 

task required a large amount of force and lots of cooperation. The 

weather on these islands is greatly influenced by the Olympic 

Peninsula. This large peninsula is often a saving grace for the 

weather of the Gulf Islands because often when large rainstorms and 

cloud cover is passing the area, the mountains on the South side of 

the Olympic Peninsula block the conditions from continuing movement over to the northern side 

which therefore provides the Gulf Islands with what is known as a ‘cool Mediterranean’ climate 

with warm ocean breezes and sunny days.  

 

 Each day as we docked or anchored at each island, we would explore the geography 

and history of each island. Each island was unique presenting us with breathtaking scenery and 

rich history. At two of the islands we docked at, Russell and Musgrave Island we did kayaking. At 

Musgrave Island we kayaked around the shore of the island. While we did this we got the chance 

to witness the interesting sea creatures that inhabited those waters. Some the sea life we saw 

included starfish, jellyfish, sea urchins, sea cucumbers, wild lilies, hermit crab, kelp fleas, purple 

shore crabs, sand dollars, and clams. At Russell Island we also kayaked but this time we 

circumnavigated the entire island! This took us about 2 hours and really got my arm muscles 

working! But all this work was worth it as we saw the view of Mt. Maxwell and Mt. Baker, the 
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active volcano in Washington. Mt. Baker is the most heavily 

glaciated volcano of the Cascade Ranges and last erupted in 1880. 

We also hiked through Russell Island to learn about its Hawaiian 

vegetation and history. You will find this entire island dotted with 

Douglas Firs, Arbutus trees, Garry Oaks, and sprawling with 

Native grasses and wildflowers. While we were at Russell Island 

we also had a chance to explore the history of this island by 

visiting the Kanaka house in the center of the island. Russell 

Island was settled by Hawaiians as early as 1886. Another day we docked at Poet’s Cove on 

Pender Island. This island is known for its world class resort and spa facilities and its amazing 

coastal view. With its rolling farmland, pristine lakes, wilderness and marine parks, it offers 

endless opportunity for exploration and enjoyment. At this location the spectacular view of the 

harbor at sunset time is something to see. That day we enjoyed a delicious meal on the roof of 

the boat and played games until it got dark. As the sun went down behind the lush green hills, 

you could see stars shimmering in the night’s sky. As it got darker hundreds of small lamps 

lining the dock and the entrance to Poet’s Cove lit up, filling the area with a warm glow. In the 

distance you could hear the fireflies humming away as the leaves swayed in the warm breeze. 

That night we also tried an interesting thing in the waters that we had learned about earlier, on 

our first day at the Shaw Ocean Discovery Centre in Sidney. As we had seen throughout our trip, 

there were many jellyfish in the waters and an expert at the Shaw Ocean Discovery Centre had 

told us that many of these jellyfish were bioluminescent, which means they emit light. We were 

told they display this at night and usually when sudden movement occurs, so if we wanted to 

view this we could throw a small pebble into the water and see the reaction happen. So we waited 

until it was completely dark and we threw a pebble into the water and what we saw after was 

unbelievable. Hundreds of these small jellyfish flocked towards the side of our boat and gave of a 

white glow that lit up all of the water surrounding our boat. The next day we headed off to hike 

through Beaumont Marine Park. This park is located in Bedwell Harbour on the southern coast 

of Pender Island. The park consists of 58 hectares of sandy beaches, tidal pools, waterfronts, 

forests, bike trails, and oyster beds. Here we witnessed the unique wildlife of the area. We visited 

a tidal pool where we got to see thousands of small crabs, oysters, clams, kelp, various insects, 

and starfish. Here we also saw a 65-99 million year old fossil. Overall this trip gave me a chance 

to learn new things, discover new areas and to witness the precious and one of a kind beauty 

that Canada’s west coast has to offer.  

 

PART 2: Italy and Greece Trip and CruisePART 2: Italy and Greece Trip and CruisePART 2: Italy and Greece Trip and CruisePART 2: Italy and Greece Trip and Cruise    

 

 In August, I embarked on a trip with my parents and younger sister hoping to see 

some exceptional architecture, taste some amazing food, learn about the unique Mediterranean 

cultures and history, and take in the picturesque scenery of Italy and Greece. What I saw and the 

time I spent during this trip will be moments that I will take with me forever. From the labyrinth 

of alleys in Venice, the breathtaking sunsets in mid sea, to the feeling of standing where the first 
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Olympic Games took place, everything I saw each and every day during this trip was a new 

discovery. Firstly we flew to Venice, Italy in order to embark on our cruise and then visit the 

ports of Corfu, Santorini, Mykonos, and Katakolon.   

 

 Venice is located in northeastern Italy and consists of 118 islands that are linked by 

canals and bridges. The entire city is listed as a World Heritage Site and is home to a permanent 

population of 270,660 and approximately 20 million tourists. The area we were staying in is 

known as San Marco and is the most popular spot of the city. This 

area is filled with a maze of winding alleys, canals, boats, vibrant 

markets, and is always bustling with people. We were staying at the 

Tre Archi Hotel  which is located in the heart of Venice on the Canale 

di Cannaregio, just a mere block away from the Rialto Bridge. This 

hotel maintains the charm and mood of the Venetian 18th century as 

it was a classic palace before. Venice offers timeless architecture and 

rich history in its main attractions such as the Grand Canal, Rialto Bridge, Piazza San Marco, St. 

Mark’s Basilica, and the Doge’s Palace. For a day we explored the various street ways, bridges, 

eateries, cafes, and markets and then it was time for us to embark on our cruise ship. Venice is 

one of the busiest cruise ports in the Mediterranean with nearly 500 ship departures and over 

700,000 cruise passengers per year. The city and the cruise piers are all actually inside the 

Venetian Lagoon which is connected to the Adriatic Sea by a narrow entrance called the Porto di 

Lido.  

 

 We embarked our ship, the Norwegian Jade for a 7 day tour of the Greek Islands. 

The Norwegian Jade has 15 passenger decks, 7 restaurants, 2 

dining rooms, 2 pools, fitness clubs, stadium, casinos, a large 

performance hall, library, and an art gallery. It is 965 ft in length 

with a tonnage of 93, 558 GT and on average is host to 2, 224 

passengers and 1,110 crew members. This cruise operates like a 

floating town and as far as I saw held a larger population than 

many of the towns and villages we visited in Greece! As we spent a relaxing day at sea and 

explored our interesting ship, we began to learn about the scenic and unique ports we would be 

visiting.  

 

 Our first port of call was Corfu or in Greek, Kerkyra. Corfu has a mythology 

associated with two powerful symbols, Poseidon and Asopos. It is the only city to be surrounded 

by castles thus being declared a Kastropolis, castle city, by the Greek government. Corfu is the 

second largest island in the Ionian Sea and is very close to the coast of Albania, with the shortest 

strait being 3 km. While driving through the city you can take a glimpse at the majestic old and 

new fortresses of Corfu. Both are Venetian fortresses and are now used for cultural events. As we 

continued, we saw two palaces, the Palaia Anaktora and the Mon Repos Palace. Mon Repos 

palace was the birthplace of Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh. Some of the famous products that 
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Corfu exports includes wild olives and associated products, lemons, 

oranges, figs, and a unique product known as the Koum Quat. The 

Koum Quat is actually a citrus fruit and is put though a refining 

process to produce a liqueur. The island of Corfu is very famous for 

this product. We actually visited a Koum Quat distillery to learn 

about the creation process. We also visited a nearby area known as Kanoni, for the large British 

canon left there. From here you can see the nearby island of Pontikonisi which is home to the 

Pantokrator monastery. Pontikonisi actually means “mouse island” and is referred to as such 

because of its unique shape of a mouse. With its impressive landscapes, dense vegetation, long 

sandy beaches, Byzantine churches, Venetian fortresses, and narrow and winding lanes, Corfu is 

the perfect example of a picturesque Mediterranean island.  

 

 Our next stop was Santorini or in Greek, Thira, an 

island in the southern Aegean Sea. It is a circular archipelago and 

bears the remnants of a volcanic caldera. The island of Santorini is 

actually what remains of what was one of the largest volcanic 

eruptions recorded in history, the Minoan eruption. This occurred 

some 3600 years ago and left a large caldera surrounded by volcanic 

ash and is said to be indirectly linked to the collapse of the Minoan 

civilization on the island of Crete. Fira, the capital of Santorini, is located on the west side of the 

island and is perched on the edge of an impressive cliff at a height of 260 metres and offers a 

great panoramic view of the submerged volcano. One of the villages we visited on the island of 

Santorini is the famous village of Oia, which hosts a population of 1230 people. Oia is a very 

picturesque and photogenic town with a maze of small shops with a spectacular view of the rest 

of the island. The architecture is the commonly recognized white washed houses and churches 

with contrasting blue domes dotted with pink oleander flowers. In Santorini we also had the 

chance to visit a traditional winery. Here we got to learn about the grape harvesting and wine 

making process. The view from the top of the winery was breathtaking, dotted with white houses, 

green hills, and surrounding the entire area was crystal clear waters. After we had finished 

exploring in the villages of Oia we had to take a cable car down back to the port. This experience 

was quite interesting as we got an outstanding view of the sea and the top of the island. Santorini 

island is a place dotted with quaint villages and the world famous blue and white buildings, 

where everything seems like it’s out of a painting, colorful and one of a kind.  

 

 Next we visited Mykonos, the cosmopolitan island. Mykonos is bustling with 

tourists and has a very lively setting. Here we got to see the famous windmills, try an authentic 

Greek lunch, visit a popular beach, and pay a visit to a monastery for a religious festival. The 

capital city is one of the most beautiful of island towns with white washed houses, dozens of 

churches and monastery, and a labyrinth of street markets. August 15th is marked as national 

holiday for the Greeks as it is they day they observe the Assumption of Mother Mary. All the 

monasteries are filled with people and the streets lined with people watching the parade of the 
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congregation. On this special day we had the opportunity to visit 

the renowned Panagia Tourliani Monastery. This building is the 

common white color with a red dome and a tall bell tower dotted 

with pink oleander flowers. The inside of the monastery is 

elaborately embellished with painting and intricate inscriptions. 

Afterwards we visited the Agios Ioannis Beach. This very popular 

beach provides with serene blue waters and a pure sandy beach. 

From here one gets a view of the ancient island of Delos. 

Afterwards we stopped at a hilltop viewing area. As you looked down, all the eye could see were 

pure white buildings, crystal clear turquoise waters contrasted by beige sandy beaches, and 

dominant windmills lining the coastline. Mykonos is the hub of tourists, quaint cafes and 

taverns, picturesque views of the seas, and all blanketed with exquisite white houses.  

 

 Our final port of call was Katakolon which is located on 

the mainland of Greece. About 30 minutes away is the archaeological 

site of Olympia, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. The first Olympic 

Games took place here in 776 BC and were held in honor of Zeus.  At 

this site you are overcome with an unbelievable feeling as you step 

back 2000 years into the past and imagine the roaring crowd, the 

competitive athletes, and merchants all under the shadow of the 

impressive Temple of Zeus. The setting could not be more idyllic, in the middle of a fertile valley 

at the crossroads of two flowing rivers. Inside of the sacred sanctuary you see the Temple of Hera 

and the ruins of Philippeion. As you go ahead you see the ruins of the Temple of Zeus which is 

one of the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World. As we 

continued on you enter the Olympic Stadium which dates 

back to the 5th century and the track is about 212 m long 

and 28 m wide. A short distance away is the Archeological 

Museum of Olympia where we saw the Head of Hera, the 

statue of the Hermes of Praxiteles, the Statue of Victory, and 

the classic structures from the eastern and western 

pediments of the Temple of Zeus which depict Hercules’s 

Twelve Labors. Since this year is an Olympic year is visit became even more profound giving us 

insight into how these games came to be.  
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A stranger artisan of Bengali literature 
By: Shekhar Kumar Sanyal  

Natore, Bangladesh 
 

This is a story of a man born in Calcutta in an Urdu-speaking aristocrat Muslim family of 

Persian origin, grown up in an atmosphere of Urdu and English, having no touch whatsoever of 

Bengali language or dialect. He passed Entrance examination from St Anthony’s School and I.Sc. 

from St Xavier College of Calcutta. By this time he became conversant with Urdu and Persian 

lyrics and led his passion in the pursuit of English and Urdu literature. After obtaining Honors 

degree with distinction in Physics from Presidency College he became interested in Einstein’s 

Theory of Relativity. He studied Eddington’s Mathematical Theory of Relativity under Professor 

Prashanta Chandra Mahalanabish. For some time he assisted Nobel-Laureate C V Raman in his 

research work `Raman Effect’. He could not attend M.Sc. examination due to ill health which 

troubled him all through his life since teens. He then opted for Philosophy and obtained M.A. 

degree with First Class. He was awarded research fellowship to work on Error in Perception and 

Thought under Professor Sarvapalli Radhakrishnan.  

At that time it was far from anybody’s imagination that this man, being impressed with the 

Urdu and English versions of Gitanjali of Nobel-Laureate Rabindranath Tagore, would devote 

himself in the learning of a language alien to him, in the ardent desire of studying the original 

work in Bengali. This he did with his own effort. He also learnt Sanskrit in the same way and 

studied The Gita and The Upanishad. Finally he achieved a very high standard of proficiency in 

Bengali language and literature out of profound love for Bengali culture and became one of the best 

contributors of the works of principal poet of Bengali - Rabindranath Tagore. He is no other than 

an accomplished gentleman Abu Sayeed Ayyub (1906-1982). 

 Ayyub taught Philosophy in Krishnagar College, Presidency College, Calcutta University 

and Visva-Bharati (Santiniketan). A Rockefeller Foundation Scholar, first Professor of Indian 

Studies in Melbourne University of Australia, a Fellow of Simla Institute of Advanced Studies 

Ayyub ultimately cast the anchor as an essayist in Bengali. Over the years his interest for science 

was shifted to philosophy and then to literature. This gradual transformation in Ayyub profusely 

benefited Bengali literature. Thus a stranger from other language became one of the finest writers 

of modern Bengali prose. His predilection for creative criticism of lyrical poetry and exploring 

aesthetic value of verses gave him a permanent position in Bengali literary world. His first Bengali 

essay ‘Vuddhivibhrat O Aparoksanubhuti’ published in Parichay in 1934 immediately drew 

attention of Rabindranath and Pramatha Choudhury. Though he had some writings on modern 

poetry his affinity with Tagore was matchless. His first book in Bengali ‘Adhunikata O 

Rabindranath’ (Modernism & Rabindranath) (1968) created sensation in the literary society of 

Calcutta. A series of lectures by Ayyub at Jadavpur University on `Poetry and Truth’ in 1970 

reflected his deep knowledge of Philosophy and his skills of poetic analysis. Tagore’s world of 
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serene beauty was portrayed on the canvass of Ayyub’s mind. His book ‘Panthjaner Sakha’ 

(Friend of Wayfarer) (1973) is a full-fledged analysis of Tagore’s poems. Abu Sayeed Ayyub was 

not a prolific writer. But his works were both original and of exceptionally high quality. He will 

ever be remembered for the aforesaid books along with ‘Pather Shes Kothay’ (Where is the end of 

way) and `Byaktigata O Nairvyaktik’ (Personal & Impersonal) in Bengali and `One Hundred and 

one Poems by Rabindranath Tagore’ (1966), ‘Tagore’s Quest’ (1980) and ‘Varieties of 

Experience’ (1990) in English, leaving aside his other works. Ayyub was lauded for his 

contribution to literature by Rabindra Puraskar, Sahitya Academy Puraskar, Visva-Bharati’s 

Deshikottama award and Rabindra Tattvanidhi of Tagore Research Institute.  

Abu Syeed Ayyub was ranked with the highest level of Bengali intellectuals as he was an 

inseparable part of greater heritage of Bengali culture. He was a man of pleasing personality, 

decent test and above all elegant mind. He was completely free from religious narrowness, 

intolerance and unethical values. His wife Professor, writer and social activist Gouri Datta along 

with Moitraee Devi of Tagore family rendered invaluable humanitarian service during the 

Liberation War of Bangladesh. 

Ayyub loved listening classical music, Bhajan and specially Tagore’s songs. He remained 

absorbed in the splendor of Tagore’s lyrics till the last moment of his life. Ayyub quietly passed 

away on 21 December 1982 when his bedside radio was sounding Rabindra Sangeet in its regular 

morning session. 

There are instances of other people who were not born Bengalees but could not think 

themselves other than Bengalees and did valuable contribution for the development of Bengali 

language. Names of some great souls like David Hare, Derozio and Begum Rokeya may be 

remembered in this context.  

 My humble venture behind this short article is by no means an elaborate discussion on the 

life and works of Ayyub but a homage to the scholar and at the same time to inspire the new 

generation of Bengali origin living in North America to feel an urge for learning their own 

language so that at least in leisure they may be impelled to have a look at the golden heritage of 

their own literature in Bengali script. Why can’t they do what a non- Bengali did with excellence?  
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Rites of Passage 

(An elegy)                              
By: Kakoli Mitra 

 

Gita entered the Crematorium for the second time. Death greeted her in the haunting familiarity 

of her surroundings. The air smelt of burning bodies. She noticed disparate clusters of people strewn 

around the grounds. The drone of shared grief and muffled wails came from the waiting area. The white 

walls at places were streaked with betel stains, carelessly spitted out by the mourners. Bodies were lined 

up on the grimy stone floor. Some mourners stood around; others squatted staring at the lifeless bodies. 

The furnace doors opened every ninety minutes, and bodies positioned on the rails slid along towards the 

engulfing flames. Every time the furnace gates closed, the crematorium resonated with expressions of 

anguish. Her cousins carried in her mother’s body and laid her on the sullied floors, in line, with the others. 

Nothing had changed in the past ten years. 
 

Her father’s death.   

Ten years back, there was a line- up at the Electric Crematorium. Only two of the furnaces were 

working. The bodies were placed, one after the other, awaiting their turn. A low drone echoed all around. 

Gita had no idea how long she would have to wait. She had never been to a crematorium. Guided through 

the codes of rituals, she hovered over her father’s body, uncertain and unsure as to what is expected of 

her next. Her tears mute, amongst the erupting crescendo of wails. The living, surprisingly gregarious, 

mingled, while sharing a collective sorrow; the dead lay in silence. Her father on a flimsy stretcher, a 

frame made of cheap wood; his body secured to the stretcher with rough coir ropes and covered with a 

white coarse sheet. One of the furnace attendants came out and stood at her father’s head. 

“Who is with this body?” he pointed. 

“I am”. 

“You have to wait, no corpse is privileged; all are equal in death”. 

Gita nodded, not knowing why she was being told this. Her father referred to as a corpse; lay cold, 

on the dirty stone floor. Gita looked, there were still four bodies placed on the floor before father. All 

were covered with white sheet and were on flimsy stretchers. Each waited for their turn, in silence. She 

was in a world she had never known before, although it existed inescapably as part of her own. Here was 

death in all its raw finality; the leveller of all our egos.   

The harried priest asked her male cousin, “Who is going to perform the final rites?” presuming that 

a male relative would be the one.  

“I will”, Gita replied,  

“He is my father; I am his only child.” 

There was a subtle titter of disbelieve around her as the priest without any arguments, grudgingly  

handed her a bundle of burning faggots and asked her to circle her father three times. Each time she 

reached his head during the circling, she had to slightly touch the barely burning twigs to his face. This 

was the ‘mukhagni’ ritual, the fire-to-the face rites performed as part of the funeral process. Without 
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this, no Hindu can go towards the final journey to the funeral pyre; the final reckoning. Gita did not touch 

the burning twigs to her father’s face; she did not want to send him off with a scorched face. 

 Her mother’s death. 

The wooden stretcher with her mother was positioned on the rails; it slid along them towards the 

gates of the furnace. The iron doors opened, she caught a glimpse of the flames as her mother’s body 

entered and the door shut all from the fire. There were no lingering ceremonies, just a quick succession of 

events from the ‘mukhagni’ to the furnace. Gita stared at the furnace doors. She felt the gut wrenching 

anguish at the finality of it all. A woman screamed. The furnace attendant asked her to move away. There 

were others waiting in line. Gita moved aside. A group chanting ‘Hari Bol’ 1carried in a sheet-covered 

stretcher and placed it down where her mother had lain.  

Her cousin tapped on Gita’s shoulder, “It will take ninety minutes for it to be over, come away now, 

let’s go and sit below.” 

In ninety minutes, seventy five years of existence, will be reduced to ashes. The navel left over to 

be set afloat. The soul released to its destiny.  

Gita had no brothers. She performed all the last rites associated with her father’s death as a son; 

the eleventh day funeral and the thirteenth day break of the penance. She will do so for her mother. 

When her father died, her mother became her responsibility. Three years later, she followed her 

husband to Canada; thirty hours journey by air from Calcutta.  

“Remember Gita, it is the woman who can make or break a family. Once you are married, you have to 

follow your husband wherever he goes. Long distance marriages don’t work. I always went with your father, 

wherever he went”.  

“Your mother is very lonely with you so far away; you are her only child; you should come back”.  

“ You are wrong, she understands.” 

Gita looked down at her watch. It’s only been ten minutes. Her head was throbbing, she felt 

nauseated. She had landed in the morning, after nineteen hours on the flight. Her throat was parched. The 

airline food was churning inside her. She was going to throw up. The bottle of filtered water from home 

was finished. Her cousin went to the mall nearby to buy unadulterated bottled water.  

The heat was getting to her. She had forgotten how oppressive Calcutta heat can be in June. Gita 

closed her eyes, rested her head on the back of the bench.  

“Tell her becoming a Canadian does not absolve her of responsibility. It is not enough to show 

dollars; she has duty towards her mother; we cannot take any responsibility, we are too old to look for 

doctors”.   

“Her hands tremble, her speech is slurred, it is better she stays at home and does not attend the 

wedding.... “ 

“For God’s sake, masi 2, she has Parkinson’s, it’s not contagious; just an embarrassment to you.”  

“Gita, you should do something, you’re mother is becoming ‘pagal’- mad”.  

“No she is not ‘pagal3’; she has dementia, and do you even know what it means? Don’t sit on your high 

horse, you can also get it”.   

                                                           
1
 ‘Say God’s name(Hari) 

2
 aunt 
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“You have become a westerner; arrogant and disrespectful to your elders. After all, we have done 

so much for you. Now with your attitude, we cannot attend to pay our last respects. What is the point? 

Our beloved sister is gone.”  

Someone put a wet cloth on her forehead, it cooled her thoughts.  She opened her eyes. Through 

the open doors of the waiting area she could see that the sky was turning a greyish red colour; it was 

getting dusk. The crows would be flying back to their nests.  Her mother never liked ‘dusk’, she said it 

made her depressed; she hated the cacophonous sound of the crows cawing.    

Gita’s visits to Calcutta became less over the years. So did her calls. The duration of their 

conversations decreased; five minute exchanges about the weather, health, and money. 

Her mother’s mind had slowly shut down; her failing body gave up. The years apart, distance, the 

dementia and her guilt put a huge gap in their relationship.  

Gita had financially provided for her mother. She also brought in the best care she could afford. 

Always good in crisis, Gita would rush back whenever her mother was in the hospital. She would 

rally around the best doctors; the best intensive care. Then she would leave. Initially, her mother 

understood. Later, she had no idea. 

She had visited her mother four times, this past one year. Twice when she was in a coma, third time 

when she was in the hospital again, and the fourth to perform the last rites. If, her mother had a son 

would he have been with her, in all her failing moments and when she breathed her last. Did she see the 

white light? In those final moments, is dementia swept aside and there is a flashback of memories, just 

like the movies. What happens after death? No one has come back to tell. How can they, after being burnt 

to ashes? 

Ninety minutes was over. Once again, the furnace attendants ferreted through the ashes with long 

sticks and handed her what presumably contained her mother’s navel in an earthen bowl, covered with a 

lump of black rock and ashes. In Hindu belief, the ‘navel’ is imperishable; it is not burnt and is left after 

the whole body is converted to ashes. Accompanied by her cousin, Gita walked to the, dirty, stagnant 

waters of the Ganges, the Holy River, behind the crematorium and instead of setting afloat the earthen 

bowl, she literally threw it in the muddy swamp and turned away. Tradition dictates that she could not look 

back. The indestructible navel will make its way through those putrid waters towards salvation. Gita walked 

back to the car. Time will ease the grief, the pain and the guilt.   

 

 

 

    
    

    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
3
 Mad 
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SO CONFUSEDSO CONFUSEDSO CONFUSEDSO CONFUSED    

By: Samir By: Samir By: Samir By: Samir Ranjan MajumdarRanjan MajumdarRanjan MajumdarRanjan Majumdar    

    

So confused by what I readSo confused by what I readSo confused by what I readSo confused by what I read    

You know what the truth is?You know what the truth is?You know what the truth is?You know what the truth is?    

I don't know who to believeI don't know who to believeI don't know who to believeI don't know who to believe    

Left says Yes, the right says NoLeft says Yes, the right says NoLeft says Yes, the right says NoLeft says Yes, the right says No    

I'm in between and the more I learnI'm in between and the more I learnI'm in between and the more I learnI'm in between and the more I learn    

Well, that's the less I know Well, that's the less I know Well, that's the less I know Well, that's the less I know     

    

So confused by what I seeSo confused by what I seeSo confused by what I seeSo confused by what I see    

But is the real world like T.VBut is the real world like T.VBut is the real world like T.VBut is the real world like T.V.?.?.?.?    

Tubenotized demand more, more, moreTubenotized demand more, more, moreTubenotized demand more, more, moreTubenotized demand more, more, more    

Moral Majority can scream themselves soreMoral Majority can scream themselves soreMoral Majority can scream themselves soreMoral Majority can scream themselves sore    

I'm my own censor and I don't careI'm my own censor and I don't careI'm my own censor and I don't careI'm my own censor and I don't care    

Besides i'm a lot worse for wearBesides i'm a lot worse for wearBesides i'm a lot worse for wearBesides i'm a lot worse for wear    

    

So confused by what I hearSo confused by what I hearSo confused by what I hearSo confused by what I hear    

Classic atrophy to heavy metal thunderClassic atrophy to heavy metal thunderClassic atrophy to heavy metal thunderClassic atrophy to heavy metal thunder    

In one ear and out of the otherIn one ear and out of the otherIn one ear and out of the otherIn one ear and out of the other    

Style, sStyle, sStyle, sStyle, skill, Montovani asunderkill, Montovani asunderkill, Montovani asunderkill, Montovani asunder    

Or bass chords, snare and mumblesOr bass chords, snare and mumblesOr bass chords, snare and mumblesOr bass chords, snare and mumbles    

Catch the pass, but my mind always fumblesCatch the pass, but my mind always fumblesCatch the pass, but my mind always fumblesCatch the pass, but my mind always fumbles    

To unravel confusion I wandered farTo unravel confusion I wandered farTo unravel confusion I wandered farTo unravel confusion I wandered far    

Crossed seas and scraped by the starsCrossed seas and scraped by the starsCrossed seas and scraped by the starsCrossed seas and scraped by the stars    

The trek was cold and sooooo longThe trek was cold and sooooo longThe trek was cold and sooooo longThe trek was cold and sooooo long    

"Tell me the truth" my strength and song"Tell me the truth" my strength and song"Tell me the truth" my strength and song"Tell me the truth" my strength and song    

ReacheReacheReacheReached my goal and reached my peakd my goal and reached my peakd my goal and reached my peakd my goal and reached my peak    

Finally I found the one I did seekFinally I found the one I did seekFinally I found the one I did seekFinally I found the one I did seek    

    

Oh Wise One, may I call you Walter?Oh Wise One, may I call you Walter?Oh Wise One, may I call you Walter?Oh Wise One, may I call you Walter?    

What's the truth? Who's to believe?What's the truth? Who's to believe?What's the truth? Who's to believe?What's the truth? Who's to believe?    

And a silvery voice answered my pleas:And a silvery voice answered my pleas:And a silvery voice answered my pleas:And a silvery voice answered my pleas:    

Those of power have bleached your reasonThose of power have bleached your reasonThose of power have bleached your reasonThose of power have bleached your reason    

Heed my word and always quote itHeed my word and always quote itHeed my word and always quote itHeed my word and always quote it    

All oAll oAll oAll of the media are full of shit!f the media are full of shit!f the media are full of shit!f the media are full of shit!    

    

"And that's the way it is.""And that's the way it is.""And that's the way it is.""And that's the way it is."    
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Tales of Two Marathons: Paris and Peru  

By: Tapan Chakrabarty 

Sitting on a chair by the window of the eighth-floor apartment, I could see the Eiffel Tower glowing like a 
yellow-hot sculpture, as if held by its sculptor against the pitch-dark Paris night.  In front of me on the dining 
table, I could see and savour the smell of the sumptuous dishes prepared by Anna Islam, my Paris-based artist 
friend Shahabuddin’s wife.  The aroma from the food was surpassed by her innate desire to make her Calgary 
guests (my wife and me) enjoy the Bengali meal and the Paris moment.  I was 
physically spent from running through the Paris streets earlier.  But there in the 
dining table, I could not be happier with a Paris Marathon medal audaciously 
hanging around my neck, exuding Eiffel-Tower-high pride.  That was April 15, 
2012.  In the evening of the marathon in the city of lights and love.  

One continent away, lying inside a used and unwashed sleeping bag in 
rain-wet running clothes with my head sliding up and down on the hard floor 
searching for a non-existent pillow, I could barely see the orange interior of the 
roof of the tent.  Two feet away was Greg from Vancouver, a fellow tired runner 
with his head fully hidden inside another bag.  His snoring was only surpassed 
in loudness and pitch by that from an unknown woman runner from a nearby 
tent.  I was overspent after running, climbing to and descending from three 
peaks since six o’clock in the morning, sometimes at 14000 ft through thin air 
like a freshly-caught carp gasping for air, through incessant rain, thunder and hails, and suffering a few falls on 
the slippery Inca stairs and fighting rain-induced hypothermia.  Inside the tent, I was comparing my then sorry 
state with what could have been had I not missed showing up in the ridiculously high-priced hotel room I had 
reserved near the entrance gate for that night.  That was July 5, 2012.  The night of the Inca Trail Marathon, in a 
campsite only a short distance away from the Machu Pichhu ruins — Peru’s tourist Mecca and a UNESCO World 
Heritage archaeological site. 
 

The tales of the two marathons in two continents completed three months apart — in pursuit of my new 
goal of running seven marathons in seven continents — are different in so many ways.  The only thing common 
is the distance of 42.2 km.  
 

The Paris was a 40,000 plus city marathon with a massive organization, complemented by thousands of 
volunteers.  The Inca Trail was a 42-runners debut marathon organized by a husband and wife team from North 
Carolina with a few hired Peruvian porters and guides.  While Paris had medical tents, emergency medical 
services, and transportation for runners with issues, Inca had a strict instruction to move forward no matter 
what, unless of course one could not move or breathe and then had to literally wait for help from heaven to 
come, that is, only if witnessed and reported by others.  
 

Paris Marathon made possible for two university-days’ friends from 1974-1975 to meet in 2012, after 37 
years.  In September, 1974, Shahabuddin and I, along with ten others, came to Paris (on our way to Royan, 
France) from Dhaka for post-graduate studies: he in art and I in chemical engineering after learning French for 
one year at Royan.  I came to cold Canada after six months to study at Waterloo and he moved to where an 
artist belongs: Paris, the Kashi (a place for Hindu devotees) for artists. 
 

Even at Royan, Shahabuddin earned respect not only because of his artistic talent, but also for his 
reputation for rifle-wielding participation in the liberation war for Bangladesh in 1971.  We developed a liking for 
each other, perhaps because we were about the same age and had similar views on many things, including 
religion and politics at that time.  At Royan, he was already a blossoming artist, whose passion was to paint: 
paint at home, paint at the beaches, drawing followers and fans from the resort town.  He later graduated from 
the top art school in Paris and has been living in and painting from Paris since 1975.  Chosen as one of the 50 
sports painters from all over the world for the Barcelona Olympics in 1992, his works are auctioned by Christie 
— a rare feat for an artist from his native country, Bangladesh.   
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Shahabuddin’s recent area of interest is figurative art,  expressed by human movements, and portrait 
paintings of political, spiritual and literary giants like Gandhi, Sheikh Mujib (father of Bangladesh), Tagore 
(literature Nobel Laureate from India), and Jesus Christ.  He occasionally gets questions from Bangladeshi 
journalists about his fascination for Gandhi.  His living room walls in Paris are decorated with his paintings of 
those giant figures.  The largest is the painting of a pensive Mujib (aka Bangabandhu, the friend of Bengal) with 
his eyes welled up and his hand rested on his heart.  When I asked the artist about the painting, Shahabuddin 
changed his facial expression to show respect and subconsciously put his right arm over his heart and paused 
for a few moments.  I thought I also saw his eyes welling up.  Then he said, “It is not for sale.”  Through his 
actions, words and paintings, Shahabuddin proves that he belongs to the world — not to one religious group, 
one community, or one country.  As we were sharing views and stories of our Royan days, his freedom fighting 
feats, interactions with Bangabandhu and his daughters (one of whom is the present Prime Minister of 
Bangladesh), about the nobility and the greatness of Gandhi and Tagore, I saw him playing very affectionately 
with a little girl from his apartment complex, whose father is his friend, and who is Jewish.  That to me was a 
Gandhi moment!  A teachable moment for tolerance!  
 

Although we had talked about him creating a painting for me running the Paris, I was pleasantly 
surprised to see not one but two paintings on the easels in his studio, in both of which a person resembling me 
and possessing my gait was running ahead of the pack.  As an artist, he albeit had absolute freedom of 
expression.  So I did not mind, justifying this exaggeration as being correct locally, but not globally.   
 

In Paris, running was by and through all the attractions on a breezy and blossom-filled April day.  It took 
me only ten minutes to go to the start line on the Champs-Elysees on foot from our apartment on Avenue Mac-
Mahon.  When I made to my corral, I became a dot standing on the cobblestones among thousands of dots.  
Doubts crept in as I was waiting for the gun: “How would the body hold up today for that long?”  A breeze 
calmed down the doubts, replacing them with a sense of pride for being at the start of the marathon in Paris, a 
city I first set foot on September, 1974.  Young and ignorant at that time, I did not know much about marathon.  
I also took solace for being at the start — the first requirement for finishing any pursuit.  Soon this Calgary dot 
gained energy from other dots from all over the world and kept moving east on the Champs-Elysees, and then 
by the Place de la Concorde and the Louvre.  Near the Louvre, my mind drifted to the Mona Lisa smile and a 
scene from the Da Vinci Code movie when I felt a gust of museum-area wind trying to take away my maple-leaf 
hat, as if to put it inside the museum for others to see.  With lightning-fast reflex, I reached and grabbed it.  A 
hatless young woman looked back and reached out to the hat in my hand assuming it was hers.  Her hat 
became history.  We continued running by the Place de la Bastille to the eastern-most part of the city through 
the treed area of Bois de Vincennes and then turned west to run by the Seine River, which looked rather 
gloomy, perhaps being disappointed to see the intruding sweaty runners in lieu of the regular romantic Parisian 
duos of the evening.  Then we ran by the grounds of the magnificent Notre Dame to our right.  Further west to 
the left of us on the south side of the Seine standing tall was the Eiffel Tower that was having a full view of us 
by then.  It had changed its colour from the night’s yellow-hot to the day’s cool grey, as if to show its 
displeasure with the runners for taking attention away from it.  Soon we were on the western-most side of the 
city through another treed neighbourhood of Bois de Boulogne.  Here I heard “Allez Taapaaaa!” screams from 
Parisians.  The encouragement was timely as at that stage of the marathon the needle of my fuel tank had 
already hit zero.  The mind needed some boost.  That came from thinking of the two paintings waiting to be 
picked up and the dinner invitation at Anna’s place that evening.  “I can’t go there without finishing the 
marathon,” I reminded myself.  That worked and pushed me to the finish line with only a strained and stiff 
adductor muscle on the left side.  Finally, I made the finish mat acknowledge my arrival and felt the medal 
around my neck placed by a Parisian beauty.  
 

The Paris went smoothly, but the Peru almost did not happen.  I came so close to calling it off after 
spirit-sapping flight delays, confrontational customer service at Mexico City airport, a lost luggage and staying in 
three hotels in three cities: Houston, Mexico City and Lima before arriving at Cuzco — the base city at 14000 ft 
to acclimatize before the marathon — two and a half days later than the scheduled arrival date. 
 

While the Paris was a 10-minute walk to the start, the Inca required 10-km hiking to the campsite at the 
start of the Inca Trail and eating porter-prepared cold dinner on the night before the marathon, and sleeping in 
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a tent.  Alone in the tent, I enjoyed the diffused light from the cloud-covered  moon on July 4th and listened to 
the sound-making duel between the raging Urubamba river and a Peruvian dog, with the river finally winning the 
contest after the dog had run out of energy and gone to sleep. 
 

Soon after starting the marathon at six o’clock in the morning, I was struggling with the thin air.  I would 
know later why Forbes magazine had ranked Inca Trail as one of the ten toughest races (among all endurance 
sports) in the world in 2005.  The morning sun rose and painted the trail yellow with strokes of low-angled light 
rays finding their ways through small trees and shrubs.  Little did I know at that time that on that day the 
morning would not show the day.  I was surprised to see how clean and quiet the trail was throughout.  The 
breath-taking beauty and the variety of vegetation in the first half of the trail made me stop to take photos of 
the flowers, the river, the locals, and the animals — alone or with someone riding on them.  The black bugs 
were an annoyance, as they got bulkier sucking my blood and getting stuck where they had first landed.  It was 
disheartening to lose forty minutes or so in the trail during the run, for not taking the right turn at an unmarked 
intersection (signs in the trail are forbidden), where the hired person had left his post.  Seeing a lama posing for 
my camera in the cloud forest leading to the first pass, walking quietly under the canopy of the cloud forest, 
and listening to the sounds of the trees and the streams were no indications of what lay in store.  Gasping for 
air while climbing to the Dead Woman’s Pass at 14000 ft and having to stop frequently to catch my breath 
made me realize that the degree of difficulty at the Inca Trail was more than what I had imagined.  There near 
the summit, I met a Calgary Edgemont girl, who was trekking the trail.  We exchanged taking photos.  I learnt a 
lesson of tough living from the Peruvian porters who were carrying loads of almost neck-to-knee lengths, but 
still managing a smile when our eyes met.  
 

The majority of the steps and the stones were in the second half of the trial and it was also where the 
rain storm hit with fury with intermittent thunder and small hails, creating treacherous conditions — both above 
my head and below my feet.  At one point I imagined a headline in the Calgary Herald: “Calgary Runner Struck 
at INCA Trail.”  The outsoles of my shoes did not grip well the slippery stones on the Inca-made stairs.  I took a 
full-body fall, absorbing the full impact on my buttocks, arresting another fall with my right hand slamming on a 
wall and suffering a small cut in my little finger.  Running with a rain-soaked backpack and clothes, I started 
shivering from hypothermia anytime I stopped.  Fatigued and wet, I still kept on running, trying to be in the gate 
before its closure for the day, with the hope of staying in the only hotel (Sanctuary Lodge) by the entrance gate 
on the other side of Machu Pichhu.  That did not happen, however, as it was getting darker, the battered body 
becoming weaker, and the steps getting trickier.  There I experienced genuine hospitality from the porters at the 
last aid station, where I was visibly shaking.  They changed my wet socks and clothes, forced me to drink hot 
coca-leaves tea and lent me a much-needed dry jacket to put on to finish the run.  Forced to overnight in a tent 
a few kilometres away from the Machu Pichhu, I felt dejected and fell on the floor by misjudging the position of 
a small stool in a poorly-lit dining tent.  Back into a tent shared with Greg, the germ-freak me got inside a 
sleeping bag that was used by someone else the night before in the campsite, from where we had started the 
marathon.  As I was thinking about the duvet-covered bed in the Sanctuary Lodge for which I had already paid 
for, I had to go outside to attend to nature’s call.  There my legs took a sudden slide as the ground on the edge 
of a ditch caved in, forcing me to climb out of its crumbling wall.   
 

When I thought what else could go wrong on that trip, the unimaginable happened.  After climbing out 
of the ditch and not being sure about the location of my own tent, I was looking for any tent whose doors were 
unzipped, assuming that would be the one I came from, as I remembered clearly that I had unzipped mine with 
difficulty with  my tired fingers.  Then I saw an unzipped tent looking like mine and went inside. It was dark 
inside. I started feeling the bottom of the sleeping bag on my side of the tent.  I felt some stiffness there.  To be 
sure, I felt again.  This time I had no doubt I had mistakenly entered the wrong tent and touched someone’s 
legs in the middle of the night inside a dark tent.  Fearing the dire consequences, my instinct was to play 
offense and so I said rather annoyingly, “How could you leave your gates unzipped?”  A soft and tired response 
came back: “Please zip the gates.”  It was a female voice!  Embarrassed and scared, I got out fast, still fearing 
what could have been had she screamed.  
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Time, no matter how tough, rolls on.  Morning dawned.  We walked 
through the gate that I missed the night before and climbed a near-vertical 
set of hundred or so steps to reach the Sun Gate, from where our eyes 
feasted on the grand sight of Machu Picchu.  We then walked to the end of 
the Inca Trail (photo) inside the Machu Picchu ruins.  The sun was up by 
then.  I strolled through the roofless ruins, saw the grazing lamas in the 
ground, and took pictures of the flowers and the mosses on the Inca-laid 
stones.   
 

Outside the gate, we got our finisher’s medals.  The Sanctuary Lodge 
let me stay that night at no extra cost.  My wife’s repeated enquiries about 
her lost husband on the night before and in the following morning might 
have softened the already kind Peruvian hearts at the hotel.   
 

There was sunshine after rain and gain after pain, after all.   
 

On my way back to Cuzco, I saw the trees, the flowers, the light-
snow-covered mountain tops through the transparent roof and the window of 
the Peru Rail train from Aguas Calienties to Ollanta.  In the train, I touched a 
ray of sunlight finding its way to my lap.  From inside the train, I gave some soles (Peruvian bills) to an old local 
lady with a visible hump selling flowers from outside when the train had stopped to hold a fashion show to sell 
Alpaca garments to the passengers inside.  I did not take the flowers.  Soon others followed suit..  When we 
made eye contact in-between coin collection, the gratitude in her eyes was worth much more than what I gave 
her. 
 

At the San Pedro Market in Cuzco, I bought fruits from an elderly lady, who ended each Spanish 
sentence with “Pa”, while telling me the price of each fresh fruit.  My Spanish was such that ‘Pa”, not the price, 
was the only word I understood.  It was spoken with so much affection that to me she became a universal 
mother at that moment.  When I got out of the market, I could not help but remember my long-deceased 
mother.  I had to turn back to take her picture.   
 

In Paris, I met artist Shahabuddin.  In Lima, I not only met artist Victor Delfin, I stayed in his B&B, 
overlooking the Pacific, where I felt like living in an art museum among his sculptures and paintings displayed 
all over the ground, the lounge and the hallways.  I bought a small painting depicting Victor putting the final 
touch on the famous sculpture “The Kiss” that is on permanent display in the Parque de Amour (Park of Love) in 
the Miroflores area of Lima, which in a tranquil setting is a tourist attraction and which I visited.  I also visited 
the main Plaza in Lima surrounded by yellow buildings and churches.  My English-speaking taxi driver in Lima 
was a young man — honest and very proud of his mixed Japanese and Spanish ethnicities.  While on the topic, 
he started pointing his finger to three Peruvians in the busy pedestrian crossing in Lima and kept on repeating: 
“Mixed! Mixed! Mixed!” 
 

On my way back from Peru at the Houston International, I noticed a hand-written note on a tag in my 
checked-in luggage that read: “Keep Running, Peru”.  It did not take me long to figure out who this well-wisher 
was: it was the gentleman, himself a 10-km runner, from the TACA Airlines who had helped me track my 
luggage six nights earlier and who also met me again on the day of my departure at the check-in counter in 
Lima.    
 

Those are the tales of two marathons — on two vastly different courses in two different continents, with 
very different cultures.  One thing both did was to instill in me the appreciation for arts through association with 
two world-famous artists: one from Peru and the other from Paris.  
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Specializing 
22kt gold Jewelry from 

Singapore, 

Dubai, Bahrain, India and 

Pakistan 

    

Exclusively Available 

Nakshatra & Gili Designer 

Diamond Jewellery 

 

http://sonalijewellers.net 

525, 5075 Falconridge Blvd NE, 

Calgary, Alberta 

T3J3K9 

403-568-7662 

 

 sonali@sungoldjewellery.com 

  
  

Best wishes to all Bengali Association of Calgary 

members for the Durga Puja 

      
  

I am always at your service for your 

home renovation or maintenance.  

All types of handiman work guaranteed.  

Fast friendly service. 

For more information call 

me at  403 5894761 

Leon Paquette 

General Contractor 
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Puja GreetingsPuja GreetingsPuja GreetingsPuja Greetings    

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Partha, Saswati &                     

Sayantan Paul 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Ashutosh, Dolly & Anindya Mandal 

 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Suman, Chandrani &                 

Diya Chakraborty 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Tapantosh, Madhuri, Nilin &     

Trisha Chakrabarty 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Arun, Shyamali, Fahim, Mousumi, 

Rahul & Piyali Chatterjee 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Debasis, Arundhati, Pathik & 

Godhuli Chatterjee 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Samiran, Bipasha, Priyota & 

Promita Roy 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Sanjoy, Godhuli, Sounok &         

Minty Saha 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Supriyo, Aparajita, Somshukla & 

SomShreya Chaudhuri 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Anjon & Indira Chowdhury 
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 Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Sumit, Neela & Shayantika 

Mukhopadhyay 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Indrajit, Krishna &                  

Aditya Siddhanta  

 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Animesh, Srabanee, Aunthor & 

Orchid Das 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Pijush Kanti Das 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Pranab, Suparna, Pauline &  

Shaurit Das 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Sanjoy, Sudarsana &           

Sanjana Das 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Sujit, Saswati & Sagnik Das 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Siddhartha, Mohua &              

Sohini Dasgupta 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Pinak, Champa & Prateek Dey 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Pratyush, Sibani &                  

Prateek Dutta Chowdhury 
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 Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Anupam, Gopa, Anindya &     

Aritra De 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Amitabha & Gitali Majumdar 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Satosh & Mitali Majumdar 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Subhas, Dalia &                 

Subhalay Majumdar 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Mitun & Sujata Dutt 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Rajat, Monalisa &                       

Roni Ghoshal 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Dipten, Dipti, Aneesha & 

Rahul Chakravarty 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Avishek, Sudheshna &         

Annesh Choudhury 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Prabir, Shyamali, Sourabh & 

Gaurav Neogi 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Nilanjan, Anasuya &                   

Ria Ganguli 
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Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Anirban, Dola &                     

Aaryan Sen 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Sachin, Sonali, Souvik &        

Soumav Maiti 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Joydip, Lopamudra, Indrodeep & 

Tirthadeep Sanyal 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Anonymous 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Saptarshi, Aparna, Anika &     

Simba Basu 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

  Kalyan, Karabi &                   

Indrani Roy 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Dilip, Anita, Jennifer &         

Deepon Kar 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Shankar, Sefali, Khitish, Suparna, 

Sagar & Sweta Banik 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Sanjay, Mou & Rijul Ray 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Ashim, Vaswati &               

Ankanaa Chowdhury 
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 Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Pijush Kanti, Gargee,                  

Prithvi & Barno Roy  

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Diganta, Binapani, Digvija &   

Aditya Mukherjee 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Ajit, Shilpi, Adrika &                 

Prithu Muhury 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Chayan, Sathi, Tithi,                     

Tila & Mila Datta 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Shampa, Sumit &              

Shayanha Saha 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Abir, Subarna, Rony &                 

Hia Chakraborty 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Prosenjit Saha & Anindita 

Sengupta Saha 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Sukumar, Daisy, Baishakhi,       

Amit & Indrajit Chowdhury 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Rathin, Anjana, Amita &           

Arup Sarkar 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Chayan, Sathi, Tithi,                      

Tila & Mila Datta 
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Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Partha, Srabanti, Sarit &  

Samargha Mukhopadhyay 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Kiriti, Mita & Kristi Roy 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Siddhartha, Rajosree Sengupta & 

family 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Chayan, Romita Chakraborty & 

family 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Tushar, Moushumi Banerjee & 

family 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Uttam Kumar, Munmun,        

Bevore & Rasaraj Dey 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Bhaskar & Debi Mahajan 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Sushanta, Lopamudra &        

Manali Bhattacharya  

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Jhumak, Susmita, Rick &                

Raima Datta  

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Subrata, Kakoli, Ritu &       

Saptarshi Mitra 
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Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Biswajit, Banani &                   

Rianna Sarbajna  

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Ranjan Nandy, Rita, Rikul &                 

Ratul Karmakar 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Chinmoy, Sikha &     

Ritwick Banerjee 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Avijit, Avanti, Shreyesh &       

Sreesh Chowdhury 

Wishing BAC members A Happy DURGA 

PUJA and SUBHO BIJAYA 

Karun Shill, Shalpa Roy, Shoumik 

Shill & Anushua Esha Shill  
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www.pusparestaurant.com 

 
BUSINESS HOURS 

 
Monday to Friday: 11:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. 

(Lunch) 
 

Monday to Saturday: 5:00 to 9:30 p.m. (Dinner) 
 

SUNDAY CLOSED 
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  Please contact us for all your Natural Gas Compression needs 

Walter Kemble  

ARIET Oil & Gas Solutions 
 

100 - 229 11th Ave S.E. Calgary, AB  T2G 0Y1 

Cell: 403-860-1359 

Office: 403-265-9663 

wkemble@ariet.ca ;   http://www.ariet.ca 
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Specialty: 

• We do catering for big & small occasions 

• Marinated fish and meat  ready for BBQ 

• Biggest outlet in Alberta for fish & meat 

• Sell Bangladeshi Fish of 40 different 

varieties 

 

 

 

 

Baldev Gill 

Tel: (403) 568-4455 

UNIT: 734, 5075 FALCONRIDGE BLVD,  

NE, CALGARY 
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Call for a chat now 

(403) 293-2555, 264-

3544 
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